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Rethinking how to use our resources

Case Studies

Enigmaclean

A cleaning product manufacturer reduces their waste by 75%

Our Solution
Enigmaclean is an Australian
owned and operated
company that manufactures
commercial and consumer
cleaning and specialised
products. They manufacture
from their head ofﬁce in
south-east Melbourne and
sell products direct to their
customers Australia wide.
Enigmaclean have a focus
on doing their best for the
environment which means
developing cleaning

products that are kind to the
environment, in some cases
biodegradable. They also ensure
their products are safe to use and
don’t present a hazard to the
user.
Enigmaclean’s waste is mostly
packaging related and includes
plastic ﬁlm, bottles and steel
drums. In addition to having
waste outputs, Enigmaclean also
require standard sized timber
pallets that are used to ship their
product to customers.

The Beneﬁts
$2,000 of waste
costs is saved per
year

1 tonne of waste is
diverted from landﬁll
each year

“ Our company does the right thing as a matter of course. Our
products are kind to the environment and safe to use. As part of
working with ASPIRE, we have reduced our waste to landﬁll by
75% this year. We are now recycling resources rather than
throwing them away.”

Plastic Film
Olympic Polymers
Olympic Polymers specialises in
cleaning, sorting and recycling of
post-industrial plastic waste into
high quality recycled resins for
reuse in industry.

Plastic ﬁlm that encases their
plastic containers are sent to
Enigmaclean for processing.

Plastic Containers
Enigmaclean suppliers
Enigmaclean source new 5 L and
20L plastic containers for their
cleaning products. They collect
used containers from their
customers and re-use where
possible.

Newly formed relationships with
suppliers have allowed them to
return used containers for re-use.

Timber Pallets
North Melbourne Company
Enigmaclean require standard
sized pallets for shipping their
cleaning products.

Enigmaclean collected 15 pallets
for use. They continue to search
for other companies who can
provide supply of standard size
pallets in SE Melbourne.

Jason Taleb, Director, Enigmaclean
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